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ENVISION THE IDEAL STADIUM-GRADE RETRACTABLE AWNINGS



ELEGANT PROTECTION FROM THE ELEMENTS
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few wisps of cloud break up the sheer blue sky; the sun is 

reaching its peak. As patrons glide onto the outdoor patio 

for brunch, the touch of a button deploys protection from 

the heat and glare. The sleek fabric awning glides into  

place with barely a whisper as guests take their seats,  

sip mimosas and converse, comfortably sheltered. 

Award-winning En-Fold stadium-grade retractable awnings 

are designed, engineered, and manufactured by the top  

name in retractable stadium roofs. With En-Fold, only the 

highest quality materials and craftsmanship unite to elevate 

the experience of your space. An experience, that like the 

product itself, is unprecedented.

Diners at the upscale Juvia restaurant in Miami Beach  

enjoy the natural light and shade underneath the translucent 

fabric of an En-Fold retractable awning.
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Envision a pristine solution for 

outdoor, inclement conditions from 

harsh sun to summer storms - one 

that seamlessly integrates with your 

building’s design. En-Fold is crafted 

from your choice of a wide variety 

of the most advanced architectural 

fabric membranes.

Subtle and sophisticated, En-Fold 

operates quietly, unfurling and 

retracting via a 3/4 HP drive motor 

across high-strength aluminum 

beams. The aesthetic is minimalist  

and highly modern. 

Demonstrating sheer strength 

and absolute beauty, En-Fold 

stadium-grade retractable  

awnings can remain fully  

deployed in winds up to 90 mph. 

This true tensile architectural 

structure also supports snow 

loads of up to 30 psf.

Effortless to operate, the system 

is controlled wirelessly with a 4,  

6 or 10 button, hand-held remote. 

Take control of one En-Fold 

awning or several, that can all 

operate in unison.
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t’s a glorious morning; the sun is out bathing the building 

and outdoor space in soft light. Your customers begin to 

gather, preparing for an event, enjoying the day, or simply 

taking some time in the fresh air. Out of nowhere, clouds 

cover the sky and rain drops begin to fall. Yet a subtle, 

streamlined solution ensures that no plans are interrupted, 

and no revenue is lost.

Adding value to your space is possible with the En-Fold 

stadium-grade retractable awning system. Offering a sleek 

shield from harsh weather conditions - strong sun, heavy 

rain, wind, or snow - you can wave farewell to weather- 

related event cancellations and the headaches involved 

with rescheduling landmark occasions. Make the best use 

of your property, no matter the weather. 

Tame the elements, optimize outdoor space and continue  

to drive business.

Select the amount of coverage you require with En-Fold’s unique Tru-Tension  

technology. It offers three fully-tensioned stopping points for the awning at one 

third, one half and two-thirds deployment. Create an area with the optimal amount 

of shade, airflow, or relief from the rain for the absolute in adaptable space. 

The En-Fold stadium-grade retractable awning system provides documented 

returns on investment (ROI) in as few as 24 months. What’s more, some building 

authorities view the system as a temporary structure because of its retractable 

nature. This means it may not contribute you your facility’s Floor Area Ratio (FAR) 

calculation. With En-Fold, you can dramatically increase available square footage 

and provide the optimal consumer experience.
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MANAGE OUTDOOR CONDITIONS, EFFORTLESSLY
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THE IDEAL MARRIAGE OF FUNCTIONALITY AND SOPHISTICATION



The streamlined design of En-Fold stadium-grade 

retractable awning installations elevate spaces 

across North America and around the world.

En-Fold’s Modular Construction Suits:

Upscale restaurants 

Shopping malls

Hotels, and resorts

Entertainment and event venues

Luxury homes
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Superior design comes from the heart and 

from the soul. The greatest minds under-

stand style, nuance, and when to add just one 

last outstanding element to make a project 

complete. Something exemplary like this may 

be hard to define, but it will exude a certain 

grace, architectural elegance, and sophisti-

cation, which cannot be matched. People are 

drawn to it, simply, effectively. 

The most glamorous spaces deserve  En-Fold: 

Crafted with Uni-Systems’ forty-plus years 

of experience in design, engineering, and 

integration of innovative large-scale kinetic 

structures, and distilled into a lightweight, 

high-performance, highly adaptable shading 

system. Let it make your space a focal point. 

Let it enable your building to shine. 

Keep business operations running smoothly in 

any environment, and climate: En-Fold com-

plements countless architectural styles and 

building types.
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A PRECISE, TAILORED SYSTEM TO WORK WITH YOUR BUILDING
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Standard

Postive Curve Cross Beam

Gable at PeakTrapezoidal

Positive Curve Drive Beam

Straight / Curve Drive Beam

n-fold stadium-grade retractable aw-

nings are fully customizable and have 

the all benefits of a fully-engineered 

system, plus standardized configurations 

and support options, thereby filling a 

key market niche. The system can span 

between columns, walls, or unique  

structural arrangements and sizes range 

from 1,000 square feet and up. 

A creative partnership is essential to 

achieving the ultimate space. Uni-Sys-

tems works with architects, engineers, 

and owners on design and creative  

solutions involving the implementation 

of the En-Fold system. You can also 

expect structural engineering services, 

technical assistance, and installation  

support from the Uni-System team.  

Prepare to work in tandem with a  

globally-recognized, knowledgeable  

firm: Your vision will become a reality.

COMMON CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
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uilding owners and operators have 

enough to manage daily. Uni-Systems 

understands your busy and unpredictable 

schedule. En-Fold stadium-grade 

retractable awnings are not only 

stunning visually, but are paired with 

continuous support. The controls and 

diagnostic systems for each awning 

are connected via secure, reliable 

cloud technology to Uni-System  

technicians in Minneapolis, MN. You 

can expect fast, accurate trouble-

shooting, periodic system check-ups, 

and peace of mind, all from the  

innovators of En-Fold. 

The En-Fold stadium-grade retractable 

awning is easily linked to other building 

systems and devices to keep your 

establishment safe, and your clientele 

even safer.
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SAFETY. CONVENIENCE. INTELLIGENT AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY.

An anemometer added to the 
system enables the awning to 
automatically retract in high  
wind conditions.

En-Fold can also be interfaced 
with rain sensors and snow  
sensors to respond when  
conditions change.Monitor  
En-Fold retractable roofing 
remotely.

The En-Fold system can be 
controlled with a hand-held 
wireless remote or at an  
operator control station.

The En-Fold Central Control 
Cabinet is easily connected  
to your building’s fire panel.  
In the event of a fire, the  
networked devices can signal 
the awning to automatically 
retract.

The building management  
system tie-in allows the  
En-Fold system(s) to be  
operated and monitored  
along with other building  
systems by a single control  
ystem from a central location.
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Ethereally diffused sunlight 

filters down through the  

En-Fold stadium grade retractable  

awning system, protecting 

the area below from harsh UV 

rays. To match your design 

vision and create an iconic, 

signature structure, En-Fold 

is available in a wide variety 

anodized aluminum colors, plus 

protective marine coatings for 

coastal applications. Select the 

most complementary hue for 

your aesthetic in a finish that is 

time-tested and lightfast. 

For durability and ultimate 

strength, En-Fold is also  

available in a wide variety  

of the most advanced  

architectural fabric membranes. 

Tensile architectural fabrics 

are selected for their thermal 

resistance, translucent quality, 

effective weathering properties 

and low flammability.
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Champaign

Medium Bronze Deep Bronze

Golden Bronze

Dark Bronze

Light Bronze

Electrolytic Black
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A modern transition between indoor and outdoor space is entirely possible with the addition of an En-Fold stadium-grade retractable aw-

ning. As guests wander and socialize through both areas, you are able to maximize the value and square footage of your space: It is being 

utilized to its utmost capacity, in rain, shine, and even snow. En-Fold is truly an asset, transforming your property into something outstand-

ing. And combined with Uni-Systems’ expertise, refined engineering knowledge, and market intelligence, this quality system will transform 

your space into an architectural icon, on par with luxury facilities around the world.

From initial design  

and engineering to  

installation and  

commissioning, fifteen 

to eighteen weeks is 

the average timeframe 

for the delivery of an 

En-Fold stadium-grade 

retractable awning 

system.

Uni-Systems works in  

tandem with building 

teams on installation 

plans and methodology. 

Professionals also  

contribute on-site  

technical assistance  

and installation  

oversight on every  

En-Fold project.

En-Fold stadium-grade  

retractable awnings are  

manufactured with  

ultimate precision and  

quality in the USA. Yet  

the system is a modular,  

customizable architectural 

product.

ROI is an important  

calculation for any large  

capital expense. In as short  

as 24 months, En-Fold  

produces documented  

ROI. Uni-Systems is readily  

available to calculate  

a custom ROI for you  

based on your  

application.

Installation Photo

Commissioning 
Photo

Design Assistance 
Photo

Manufacturing 
Photo
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STAND OUT IN TODAY’S COMPETITIVE MARKETPLACE



 
 
 

763-404-8840 

Uni-Systems, LLC 
4600 Lake Road 

Minneapolis, MN 55422

www.uni-systems.com

The clink of glasses, the sound of the ocean. A party continues while, almost  

imperceptibly, a streamlined awning deploys to protect patrons below, unfolding 

as naturally as a wave coming into shore. En-Fold stadium grade retractable roofing 

combines sheer strength to shield from rain, sun, wind, and snow, with ultimate 

beauty - the world’s only fully-automated option, which presents the culmination  

of refined engineering, robust structural requirements, high-qualirials, cutting-edge 

electronic technology, and uncompromising standards. 

ENVISION En-Fold

PROTECTED BY BEAUTY, SUPPORTED BY EXPERTISE

A TRUE ARCHITECTURAL SIGNATURE


